
Uncle Dave’s Smoking Store Bought Formed Ham 
 
I do a fair amount of hams. When I say hams I'm not talking about a fresh ham. Curing 
it, smoking it and let it hang in a house for several months I will leave to the younger 
folks. 
 
I use a store bought formed ham (See picture 1).  
Next I wrap the ham in an ALL COTTON (with the label removed) dish towel and tie 
(See picture 2) it together with Butcher twine (Cotton). 
You can put 2 hams (2.5# to 3.0#) together with one towel, depending on the size of 
your towel and the size of the hams. 
 

 
 

 
I use hickory wood and smoke for 8-10 hours depending upon how big the ham is. I try 
my best to keep the smoker temp less than 150°-155° F; this again has to do with the 
size of the ham. I only allow the ham to go to 130°-135° F. It is ok to have a little lower 
ham temp when the smoking is over with, but do not cook this ham in the smoker. You 
might have to adjust the smoker temp in order to get the full 6-8 hours of smoking but 
do not exceed a ham temp of 145° F. 
If you exceed 145° you will start to cook it, and you want to avoid cooking the ham or it 
may fall apart when you heat it up in the oven later. 
 
Once the smoking is done remove the ham. Once ham has cooled to room temp place it 
into a plastic bag and put it into the refrigerator. If you don’t have a plastic bag large 
enough, then wrap it with Saran wrap, or another brand of plastic wrap. Allow 4 to 5 
days for the smoke to "cure" all the way through the ham. 
 
I cannot express how important it is you give a ham several days to allow the smoke to 
go through the ham. 
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